
Complex reflexes
Although some spinal reflexes, such as the patellar reflex, are relatively simple

anti involve only a few nerve cells, the spinal cord is capable of carrying out more
complicated functions without needing to involve the brain.
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Learned reflexes
The reflexes that have been
discussed so far are ‘hard—wiretl’
into the nervous system.

1-lowever, while babies are
born with the innate ability to
learn how to walk, we have to
make a conscious effort to learti
to drive a car, ride a bicycle or
play the piano.

With time, new movements
can becotiie as automatic as
walking. For example, although
learning to thrive is a relatively
difficult experience for most
people, after a while the

Pianists are able to read music
and then play the appropriate
note without thinking about
what they are doing. This is an
example of a learned reflex.

movements become automatic
and the driver no longer has to
consciously think what lie or she
is doing.

Similarly, touch—typists rIo not
neetl to thitik where their fingers
are on a keyboard, and as a
i-esult many can type at up to
80 words per minute. Assuming
that the average worth contains
arotmtl six letters, a fast typist
can make up to eight keystrokes
every second!

It is thought that during the
lea iii ng process the neurotics
involvetl in controlling the
movement change the way that
they are connected to each
other. Important connectiotis
between cells are reinforced an(l
unnecessary synapses are lost.
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When a bare foot treads on a
sharp object, it is rapidly
withdrawn and the body’s weight
is transferred to the other leg.

Right leg
When the right loot steps on
a drawing pin, pain receptors
send nerve impulses to the
spinal cord

Left leg
This leg extends to
take the body’s weight
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